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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

A lot has changed in the second edition of this book. The first edition was a 
learning experience. Hopefully the lessons learned are apparent in this second edi-
tion. The major changes in the second edition are: 

(1) There is now a much clearer thematic structure to the book that empha-
sizes first the limitations on out-of-court restructuring and then the ways 
in which bankruptcy law addresses those limitations (although not always 
perfectly). This is reflected with the addition of chapters specifically on the 
limitations on out-of-court restructuring, and overview of bankruptcy, and 
a final chapter that looks at how bankruptcy addresses the problems identi-
fied in the first part of the book. 

(2) The chapters have been reordered in three substantial ways. First, I have 
moved up the materials about operating in bankruptcy and avoidance 
actions. The structure of the book is now more in keeping with the tradi-
tional order of teaching bankruptcy topics. Second, there are number of new 
chapters with new material. Third, a number of chapters have been split in 
two, even as others have been consolidated. 

(3) Almost all statutory materials have been removed from the text. There really 
is no replacement for a statutory supplement because it is too difficult to 
look up non-consecutively numbered statutory sections in the textbook. 
There are some statutory materials that have been kept, namely those that 
are unlikely to be in statutory supplements, such as the Trust Indenture Act 
and the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure. 

(4) Numerous cases have been cut. Despite adding new material, reducing the 
length of the book has been a major goal. Cutting statutory materials also 
helped.

(5) Some problems have been cut, some new ones added, and some reordered or 
fine-tuned. Hopefully I have caught all the glitches in the problems. At the 
very least, all the problems have been field-tested at this point. 

(6) There are more extensive materials on syndicated loans, including substan-
tial excerpts from a syndicated loan agreement. 

A few additional thank yous are called for in this second edition of the book. The 
book benefitted greatly from my participation in the Financial Lawyers Seminar in 
2016 and from the input of Whitman Holt in particular. Thank you also to Ted Janger 
for bravely field testing some of the materials. My work with Bill Bratton on bond 
restructuring has helped improve the chapters on the Truth Indenture Act and exit 
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consents. Alexander Cahuante, Julia Dimitriadis, Melanie Miller, and Kimberly Oh 
all provided helpful research assistance on other projects that have had spill-over 
benefits on this revision. Thank you also to Troy Froebe and Dena Kaufman for 
their work on editing this second edition. 

My family continues to tolerate my interest in bankruptcy, and I am thankful for 
that. Isaac joined the family just after the first edition appeared, and while he does 
not yet understand what I am doing at the computer or in the office, I expect he will 
join his siblings in teasing me about “boring bankruptcy” and writing stories that 
feature sheriffs levying on anthropomorphic animals’ property because of a failure 
to pay taxes. So to Sarah, Amalia, Kalman, and now Isaac: mayne tifeste dankn.

Adam J. Levitin
August 2018


